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An icon of
luxury
Vietnamese
cuisine

Opus orchestrates exquisite private dining
experiences and singular social occasions in
the heart of Sài Gòn. Lavish rooms are uniquely
styled, bedecked with luxurious furnishings
and rare objets d’art, each a world unto itself.
Private and intimate, each of these dining rooms
comes with a dedicated team of Opus hosts,
crafting a truly bespoke and personalised journey
of fine cuisine, wine, art and lifestyle moments.

— A moving masterpiece

Opus offers a refined blend of creative cuisine
and culture in exquisite, one-of-a-kind spaces. A
sanctuary for connoisseurs and epicureans with
an insatiable appetite for life’s finer flavours, Opus
boasts masterful chefs that compose edible works
of art using the world’s finest ingredients and
drawing influences from Asia’s most distinctive
cuisines.

Indulge in a gourmet occasion with friends,
celebrate a milestone with family or make an
impression with an opulent event – let Opus
lend a rich and sophisticated touch to your next
big occasion.
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A symphony for
the senses

— A moving masterpiece

Opus invites you to experience Sài Gòn’s
original private dining venue, a beguiling
composition of intimate spaces inspired by
generations of Vietnamese art and culture.
Enter a world of hushed hallways and plush
furnishings, where each door hides a secluded
sanctuary to meet and mingle, and each
menu unveils a luxuriant tapestry of texture,
scent and flavour.
Soothing strains and gentle melodies fill
Opus’ dining spaces. Silk-clad artists awaken
echoes of Vietnam’s past. Each delicate note
enriches a seamless symphony for the senses,
each composition elevated by beautifully
appointed dining spaces.
Through a composition of subtle flavours,
delicate scents, rich textures, timeless music and
exquisitely decorated spaces, Opus creates a
symphony for the senses – a moving masterpiece
of splendid private dining experiences and
singular social occasions.
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Opus invites you to compose exquisite
private dining experiences and singular
social occasions, exactly to your liking.
Meet and mingle with friends and loved ones.
Come to co-work, collaborate and create
over coffee, cocktails or perfectly prepared
plates. Or throw a party that will be the talk
of the town. From intimate gatherings to
larger social and corporate events, Opus has
a venue and a menu for every occasion.

— A moving masterpiece

Create
your perfect
Opus moment
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PRIVATE DINING AT OPUS
Enter a realm of hushed tones and
intimate conversation, where familiar
faces gather to mingle and meet. Opus
offers a choice of exquisitely appointed
private dining spaces, each one a work
of art in itself. These are serene private
sanctuaries for social gatherings, gettogethers with friends and loved ones,
or business lunches and dinners.
Every step of the Opus journey is
carefully guided by your dedicated
Opus hosts. From your favourite wine
pairings to the delicate flavours of
each and every dish, Opus crafts each
moment to your wishes and desires.
Every visit to Opus is both a revelation
and a homecoming.
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The art of
Asian cuisine

Like everything at Opus, each menu and
bespoke creation is composed for those who
enjoy the finest things in life. Local organic
and seasonal ingredients are hand chosen
by chefs with decades of experience. The
freshest premium international produce is
sourced from the most trusted suppliers. The
result is a symphony of flavour, an alluring
landscape of Asian influences served in a
uniquely Vietnamese setting.

— A moving masterpiece

Every dish served at Opus is an epicurean
masterpiece, a carefully crafted medley
of vibrant Asian flavours and the finest
international ingredients. Drawing inspiration
from the culinary arts of Asia, Opus has
redefined Sài Gòn’s fine dining landscape
with an unerring commitment to genuinely
creative cuisine.

Painstakingly prepared and beautifully
presented, at Opus every dish is a work of
art, and every menu a symphony of flavour.
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GOURMET
ROOMS

PRIVATE CHEF

Each course is a new chapter. Every dish is a
symphony of flavours. Let our master chefs take
you on culinary journeys beyond imagination, where
each ingredient has a story and every cooking
technique is explained in rich detail.

— A moving masterpiece

Take a front-row seat for a spectacular epicurean
performance at one of Opus’ three Gourmet Rooms.
Each of these opulent private dining venues offers
an open cooking station just meters from your
table, allowing you to see precisely how Opus’ most
delicious dishes are created.
Choose from the à la carte menu or let Opus’
chefs prepare personalised tasting menus,
each crafted to the tastes and desires of everyone
in your party and perfectly matched with wine
flights chosen from the extensive cellar.
Opus’ Gourmet Rooms are beautifully appointed
spaces where every guest can witness masterful
Opus chefs performing live culinary theatre.
Area: 60 sqm | Capacity: 10-14
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MELODY
PRIVATE DINING

— A moving masterpiece

Melody strikes a perfect note with music-loving
gastronomes. The only private dining venue in
Opus to feature its own grand piano, Melody is a
wonderful space for exquisite dining occasions.
Meet and mingle over pre-dinner drinks in the
luxurious exclusive lounge as a master pianist lulls
you with gentle notes. Embark on an epic journey of
exquisite dining, overseen by your party’s dedicated
Opus host. With rich, luxuriant décor and seating
for up to 14 people, Melody offers a perfect balance
of elegance and intimacy.
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Area: 133 sqm | Capacity: 10-14
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THE

QUEEN
PRIVATE DINING

Area: 135 sqm
Capacity and Configuration: 60 (Round Table);
90 (Theatre); 50 (Classroom)

CIGAR
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— A moving masterpiece

Beautifully appointed with rich furnishings and
Asian décor, The Queen room is a poised and
sophisticated venue for larger gatherings. It
has a private foyer for welcoming guests, an inroom wine bar stocked with the best selections
from Opus’ cellar, and its very own stage for
musical performances or after-dinner orations.
Fully customisable, this is a wonderful venue for
corporate and social events.
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E
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THE

SUN

PRIVATE DINING

Located on the fifth floor, The Sun is the only
Opus private dining room to offer its own
private balcony. Sip evening cocktails against
the setting sun or toast Sài Gòn’s mesmerising
skyline. Inside, rich woods and plush furnishings
create a splendid private dining space.
An Opus masterpiece, inside and out.
Area: 280 sqm | Capacity: 10-20
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THE

MOON
PRIVATE DINING

This beautifully composed private dining space
sets itself apart from the crowd with its own
luxurious adjoining lounge. From pre-dinner
cocktails to coffee and cigars, the lounge
adds a new dimension to every private dining
occasion, whether with business associates or
your closest confidants. The Moon is an alluring
haven of privacy and prestige.
Area: 27 sqm | Capacity: 15-40
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COLOUR

ROOMS
AMBER
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CIGAR

R
BA

Area: 42 sqm | Capacity: 6-8

WIN
E

An intimate sanctuary of warmth and calm, Amber is an alluring
composition of soft yellows, mellow oranges, hardwood floors and
plush furnishings. Bask in the glow of carefully chosen artworks.
Settle into comfy sofas and select from the fully stocked wine bar.
Amber sets the stage for immersive dining experiences and luxurious
after-dinner relaxation.

DRINKS

PRIVATE DINING

RUBY

PRIVATE DINING
A crimson jewel in Opus’ crown, Ruby evokes
the prosperity, power and passion of the
colour red. From the tasteful furnishings to
the artworks on the wall, soft reds provide
a cosy and welcoming ambiance in this
intimate dining space. Ruby is a scarlet-hued
sanctuary for romantic dinners and private
business dinners.

CIGAR

DRINKS

Area: 38 sqm | Capacity: 2-6
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SAPPHIRE
PRIVATE DINING

Becalming blues permeate every corner of
this beautifully appointed private dining
space and its luxurious adjoining lounge.
Subtle embellishments and carefully chosen
objets d’art work in harmony with rich woods
and plush furnishings. A fully stocked wine
bar ensures every dish is accompanied by the
perfect vintage. Sapphire is a singular space
for inspirational dining moments.
Area: 113 sqm | Capacity: 8-10
WIN
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THE

KING

PRIVATE DINING

— A moving masterpiece

A stately setting for inspirational events, The King
room’s high ceilings and magnificent hardwood
detailing adds a dash of prestige to every occasion.
Suitable for between 60 and 200 guests, this
regal setting has hosted some of Sài Gòn’s most
sophisticated and successful exhibitions and
cultural events. With a private lobby for receiving
guests and a fully customisable stage, this is a
singular ballroom-style private dining venue at the
heart of Sài Gòn.
Area: 555 sqm
Capacity and Configuration: 150 (Banquet);
200 (Theatre); 100 (Classroom)

STAGE
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LOCATION
SÀI GÒN DISTRICT 1
Opus is discreetly located on a quiet street in the Dakao Ward of
Sài Gòn’s District 1, a rich urban landscape of tree-lined boulevards
and charming colonial architecture.Dotted with parks and charming
features at every turn, District 1 is home to some of the city’s best
sights and attractions, including Reunification Palace, Notre-Dame
Cathedral, Bến Thành Market, Tao Đàn Park and Bitexco, Sài Gòn’s
tallest building and an icon of its enchanting skyline.

12 Phan Ke Binh, Dakao Ward District 1, Ho Chi Minh City
T +84 28 39 11 78 88 - H +84 946 08 33 55
E reservation@opussaigon.com.vn
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DISCOVER MORE

OPUS SAIGON
PRIVATE DINING & EVENT
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WWW.OPUSSAIGON.COM.VN
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